
For more information on what this legislation will mean to independent stores, 
we would recommend viewing the NEW assured advice guide launched by The 
Association of Convenience Stores (ACS).
The new comprehensive HFSS guide is available to download and is designed to 
help navigate retailers through the upcoming regulations.

ARE YOU READY FOR HFSS 
government legislation?

The introduction of the new HFSS (High in Fat, Salt or Sugar) legislation is due to come into 
effect from October for stores in England, it will effect promotional mechanics and store layouts 

across 15 valuable impulse categories and is one of the most significant changes to impact 
Convenience impulse shopping of recent years.   

WHAT IS A HFSS PRODUCT? 
 The regulations apply to 15 valuable impulse 

categories, including crisps, snacks, confectionery, 
biscuits and soft drinks.

 It’s worth noting that not every product within these 
categories will be impacted, so you need to be clear 
which ones are exempt, for example Nuts. 

 Products must be assessed on an individual basis 
to determine their ‘nutritional profiling score’ 
(NPS). 

 Here at KP Snacks we will be clearly communicating 
what products are NON-HFSS with a clear NON-
HFSS stamp on each of our cases!

You are exempt!

Your group will contact 
you with details of whether 
your store is affected by 
the new regulations.

You are in scope of 
promotional regulation 
but exempt from location 
restrictions.

You are in scope of both 
promotional regulation and 
location restrictions.

Check to see if your store is affected?

is your store A Symbol 
Group/franchise?

50+  
employees?

DO YOU 
Have

is your store 2000+ Sq ft?







Scan to view guide
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HFSS PREPARATIONS 
KP snacks approach to the new legislation

 Reformulate 
Innovate and reformulate well known snack brands to be NON-HFSS
A quarter of the KP Snacks range will be NON-HFSS by October, making it one of the most 
comprehensive NON-HFSS ranges available within the CSN category.
 This will include the full KP Nuts, popchips and Hula Hoops  

Puft ranges and a number of Tyrrells and Penn State SKUs  
 Our NON-HFSS products will be available across all formats  

and up and down the value scale 
 No compromise to taste for all our reformulated products!
All Non-HFSS products will have a NON-HFSS stamp on the  
case to clearly sign post the product status.

 Accelerate 
Maximise Nuts, existing BFY brands and value perception, 
growing penetration and frequency

 We will continue to invest and expand on our Best selling £1 PMP 
range, which now has an impressive 24 skus. PMPs offer great  
value perception and have been a key driver of growth for the 
convenience market

 Nuts are exempt from the legislation and represent a huge 
opportunity for growth! KP are the No. 1 branded nut* so perfectly 
placed to drive sales

 Off shelf and till point display solution available 
 NPD launches in both tasty and natural nuts are giving consumers more 

of what they want, whilst driving retail sales and category growth. 

over 100
non-HFSS SKUs!

        Something 
for everyone & 
all occasions

        Great tasting    
      products with 
bold flavours! 

 Mitigate

We remain committed to driving our taste brands which our 
consumers know and love  
We will continue to offer comprehensive category advice 
on how to grow your Crisps, Snacks and Nuts sales via our 
Perfect Store guides
Order your copy today, email snackpartners@kpsnacks.com

Optimise CSN fixture and feature space 
to defend OSF lost sales risk

NEW £1 PMPs!

24
£1 PMPs

Worth
£3.4Bn 

RSV 1

On average 88% of shoppers visit a Convenience store at 

least once a week12, and more shoppers are purchasing 

snacks in-store10 

The Crisps, Snacks and Nuts category has performed 
exceedingly well through the Pandemic, with people  
snacking more than ever before, up 50%9,  
making it the fastest growing impulse category. £1PMP in bagged snacks has grown  

to over £197m1 and is now the largest  
format across Independents2.
Larger pack formats, notably £1PMP has  
driven growth of over 13%2, with shoppers 
purchasing £1 packs when looking for better 
value for money7 and a more substantial snack 
than a Single.

THE KPBEST
No.1   Fastest Growing Impulse Category  in Market! 11

KP Drives+43%   Growth!3

Maximise your bagged snacks sales with your snacKPartners

Do you know the main category drivers?

Value  Value  ShopperShopper

On The GoOn The Go
Health Health ConsciousConscious Sharing Sharing Moments

Value offerings helps shoppers manage their budget, 40%  of snack shoppers are more likely  to buy PMPs8  

16% of shoppers are looking for something to have on the go6. Stock smaller pack sizes and merchandise next to sandwiches or chilled drinks

With some consumers switching to Healthier and Lighter bagged snack options, this is now worth over £10 million in Impulse4 

Sharing is the largest & fastest growing segment5. Stock for sharing moments like  ‘big night in’  or BBQ 

(more than any other category)

 The UK’sNo.1 Popcorn Brand1

 The UK’sNo.1 NutsBrand 1

Understanding what your customers want, will help you know what to stock and maximise sales.

Find out more at www.kpsnackpartners.com

SELLERS!
 The UK’sNo.1 £1 PMP Sku1(3 years running!)

 The UK’s

No.1 
for Prawn 
Cocktail1

1Nielsen, Total Coverage, MAT, w/e 24.04.21,  2Nielsen, Total Independents, MAT, w/e 24.04.21,  3Nielsen, Total Coverage, 2016-2020,  4Nielsen, Total Impulse, MAT, w/e 24.04.21,  5Nielsen, Total Impulse, L12w, w/e 24.04.21,  6Lumina, L12w, 

w/e 01.03.21,  7Lumina, Future of Convenience 2021,  8Lumina Nov 2019, Price marked packs in convenience stores report,  9Kantar: How Covid 19 is impacting our eating and drinking habits, July 20’,  10Kantar World Panel Online (KWPO), 

MAT, w/e 18.04.21- snacks penetration at 98.1%,  11Kantar World Panel Online (KWPO), MAT, w/e 18.04.21,  12Statista – Local shop convenience store frequency of visits in GB - www.statista.com

Stock up now for bigger snacKProfits 

Popcorn 
 ½ Butterkist Sweet & Salty 70g £1 PMP ½ Butterkist Sweet 70g £1 PMP ½ Butterkist Toffee 78g £1 PMP

Nuts
 ½ KP Nuts Salted Peanut 65g £1 PMP ½ KP Nuts Dry Roast Peanut 65g £1 PMP

Sharing
 ½ Tyrrells Lightly Sea Salted 60g £1 PMP ½ Tyrrells Sea Salt & Cider Vinegar 60g £1 PMP ½ Tyrrells Mature Cheddar & Chive 60g £1 PMP ½ Penn State Sour Cream & Chive 120g £1 PMP

Everyday Crisps & Snacks ½ BIG Hoops BBQ Beef 70g £1 PMP ½ Nik-Naks Nice ‘N’ Spicy 75g £1 PMP ½ McCoy’s Flame Grilled Steak 65g £1 PMP ½ Nik-Naks Rib N Saucy 85g £1 PMP ½ BIG Hoops Salted 80g £1 PMP ½ Skips Prawn Cocktail 45g £1 PMP ½ Space Raiders Beef 70g £1 PMP ½ Roysters T Bone Steak 60g £1 PMP ½ McCoy’s Cheddar & Onion 65g £1 PMP ½ McCoy’s Salt & Malt Vinegar 65g £1 PMP ½ McCoy’s Thai Sweet Chicken 65g £1 PMP

Value
 ½ Space Raiders Beef 25g 30p PMP ½ Space Raiders Pickled Onion 25g 30p PMP ½ Discos Salt & Vinegar 34g 39p PMP ½ Wheat Crunchies Bacon 36g 39p PMP ½ Pom-Bear Original 19g 59p PMP

Select from the KP Best Sellers (shown in best-selling order) to help drive your CSN Sales!

with KP Snacks theNo.1 Driver of the Bagged Snacks 
Category 1

 The UK’sNo.1 Ridge cut crisps 1

 The UK’s

No.1 
Best value 

brand (<39p)2

  STOCK UP ON THE KP TOP 

DON’T FORGET THE NPD...

  and bring your 
   snack salesalive!

25!25!
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Start making a Big Deal of your lunchtime sales today! KP Snacks is the No.1 Driver 

of the Bagged Snacks Category*

 billion2££21.221.2
of all Food-to-go 

purchases are  
at lunchtime1

4141%

CRISPS & SNACKS 
ARE THE

No.No.11
 category Food-to-go  

shoppers buy  
on impulse1

            Make a BIG DEAL 

                  of Lunchtime Sales 

How to

2021 edition

Food-to-go is worth  

an estimated

Worth

£3.4Bn 
RSV11

  A Retailer Guide to

SNACKING SUCCESS

42% of shoppers  

will continue to 
shop locally post 

lockdown5

Bagged Snacks 
shoppers spend 

50% more  
than the average 

shopper4

On average,  
1 in 5 convenience 

baskets contain 
Bagged Snacks4

...and why you can bank on
Bagged Snacks! 

No.1 
  Fastest Growing 

Snacking 

Category in  

Market!3

+13% 
  Category    

 Growth!1

+£22m  
Value Sales in 
Symbols and  

Independents14 

4.2Bn  
Yearly 

Consumption 
Occasions2

See the 3 simple steps you can make today  

NEW



CRISPS &  SNACKS ARE THE  NO.1  CHOICE CONSUMERS WANT AS PART OF THEIR MEAL DEAL† 

From the No.1 driver of Category 
growth for the last 7 years*

Maximise location and space 
to drive footfall and enhance 
visibility
Take full advantage of supplier 
partnerships and cross category 
collaborations of NON-HFSS products 
to drive bigger basket spend

Use off-shelf feature space for  
NON-HFSS products

Move exempt product to aisle end 
and high footfall zones 

Increase macro space for CSN to 
mitigate volume loss from OSF 

Adapt for your channel - e.g. where 
possible create promo zones in aisle 
and seasonal incentives.

Review and rationalise range 
to drive sales 
Increase space on fixture for best 
sellers to ensure availability

Take the opportunity to remove the 
tail where needed! 80% of your range 
will be driving a majority of your 
sales** – stop and review what’s no 
longer paying its rent on shelf

Remove duplication to improve 
availability and create space

Use NPD to excite shoppers and 
expand BFY ranges to reflect 
consumer motivation towards health 

Amplify NUTS NON-HFSS category to 
drive incremental value into shopper 
baskets. 

Maximise promotional 
opportunities 
Maximise the ‘Meal Deal’ opportunity 
and broaden your range... 

Lack of product choice is the No.1 
barrier to Meal Deal purchases** 

- focus on broadening range and 
choice for the shopper  
Meal Deals attract a wide variety of 
shoppers on a food-to-go mission, 
offering ease of shop and value for 
money to the shopper

Make use of PMPs - to drive excellent 
value for money perception

 

Stock up on NUTS which are exempt 
from both location and promotion 
restrictions and are a HUGE growth 
opportunity!

Nuts are highly versatile and perfect 
for snacking occasions throughout 
the day, perfect for till point, OSF 
and cross category merchandising
Being a higher value purchase item 
compared to other CSN products, 
they help to drive consumers basket 
spend and offset any potential 
volume loss.

KP Nuts are an integral part of our primary 
CSN fixture, in fact we stock all five £1 PMP 
varieties.
Nuts are chosen for different occasions, so 
we offer this as part of our lunchtime meal 
deal and more recently by the tills. This 
secondary siting now roughly contributes to 
50% of sales and highlights how a considered 
approach to a secondary siting can add real 
value to your overall basket.
The recent move to the till points was 
triggered by the impending HFSS legislation. 
With KP Nuts being HFSS compliant, it creates 
great opportunities to site them in high traffic 
locations and highlight their many benefits, 
including being packed with healthy fats as 
well as lots of protein. ”

1 2 3

THE 3 SIMPLE STEPS  
to maximise your bagged snack sales

“

Sid Sidhu, St. John’s 
Budgens in Kenilworth

*AC Nielsen, Value Sales, Total Coverage, MAT, w/e 29.01.22, †AC??

Meal
Deal


